
 

Woodland Wonders  

Spring Term  

Second Half  

  

Willow and Beech 

 

WEEK ONE           “The Happy Hedgehog Band” 

What’s in the basket? (Hedgehog and drums) 

Song- I’m a little hedgehog tune I’m a little teapot. 

Story - Introduce the 4 hedgehogs as drums   “Boom” “ratta tat tat” and stop 

Make a 2D hedgehog with tea biscuits; raisins; chip sticks, hula-hoops.  

Investigate base again to familiarise 

 

 

            WEEK TWO   “The Happy Hedgehog Band” 

What’s in the basket? (Hedgehog and drums) 

Song- I’m a little hedgehog tune I’m a little teapot. 

Story - Introduce the 4 hedgehogs as drums “boom” “tum tum te tum”  

Recap last week “ratta tat tat” and stop 

Make a 3D hedgehog with cake; icing and buttons, flakes, matchsticks, raisins. 

Parachute as high low circle to left/right + make hedgehogs in teams outside 

     WEEK THREE “The Happy Hedgehog Band” 

What’s in the basket? (Trees and drums) 

Song- I’m a little hedgehog tune I’m a little teapot. 

Story- Introduce the 4 hedgehogs as drum “boom” “diddle-diddle dum” 

and stop 

Make a 2D tree with chip sticks and crisps 

Investigate base puppets+ trees + hedgehog activities + building bricks 

   WEEK FOUR “The Happy Hedgehog Band” 

What’s in the basket? (Tree and drums) 

Song- I’m a little hedgehog tune I’m a little teapot. 

Story- Recap all 4 rhythms mix and match sequences 

Make a 3D tree with fruit and veg 

Parachute left right up down and change places 

Make trees in teams outside 

        

  
   WEEK SIX       “The Happy Hedgehog Band” 

What’s in the basket? (owl bee  and drums) 

Song- I’m taking home a baby bumble bee. 

Story- Introduce the owl and bee as “hoot” and “buzz” 

Recap drum rhythms and mole frog add to all as sequences (pupil’s choice) 

Make a 3D owl or bee with fruit/veg 

Outside- Parachute as high low circle to left/right + make owls in teams 

with scavenger hunt collection 

 

 

WEEK SEVEN    “The Happy 

Hedgehog Band” 

What’s in the basket? (dog/dance moves and 

drums) 

Song- skeleton dance and dog dance 

sequence from symbol cards 

Story- whole and recap drums and animal 

body/voice sounds 

Make a 2D or 3D dancing dog with fruit 

banana; apple; orange; raisins or things left 

over from previous weeks 

Outside- circle with all songs and dance 

 

 WEEK FIVE    

“The Happy Hedgehog Band” 

What’s in the basket? (mole frog and drums) 

Song- MMM MMM said the little green frog 

Story - Introduce the mole ”clap” and frog 

“click” as drum “boom” “tum tum te tum” Recap 

last week “ratta tat tat” 

Make a 2D frog with biscuits chipsticks  

Parachute as high low circle to left/right + make 

hedgehogs in teams 

Investigation base puppets+ hedgehog activities 

+ frog + building bricks 

 


